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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 overview

The following is intended to provide a brief summary of the National
Firo Protection Association (NFPA) Code Compliance reviews performed
at Cook Nuclear Plant. These code compliance reviews were performed
to evaluate certain fire protection systems against specific NFPA
Codes. The fire protection systema of concern are those protecting
safe shutdown and safety related systems in the containment,
Auxiliary, Turbine and Screenhouse Buildings. The fire protection
systems in these areas have been evaluated against NFPA Codes 10, 12,
12A, 13, 14, 15, 72D and 72E.

1.2 Backoround

AEPSC has committed to fourteen NFPA Codes. These codes are NFPA 10,
12, 12A, 13, 14, 15, 17, 20, 30, 7 ?" , 72E, 80, 90A and 232.

ABB Impell Corporation was contracted to review, evaluate and justify
code compliance issues for NFPA 10, 12, 12A, 13, 14, 15, 72D and 72E.
Only the fire detection and suppression systems located in certain
safety related areas of the plant ware evaluated by ABB Impell. The
results of their review are contained in Report No. 09-0120-0123,
dated May, 1988.

AEPSC conducted its own review of NFPA codes 17, 20, 30, 80, 90A and
232 to determine its position on these remaining codes. AEPSC's
decision to perform a code compliance review is based on several
factors. These factors included the subject of the NFPA Code, the
safety classification of the syster(s) covered by the code, the degree
of benefit to be gained, the extent of previous evaluations and the
actual commitment which specifically references the NFPA Code. It was
concluded that only NFPA 20 and 30 should have a code compliance <

review performed. The other NFPA Codes did not require a review
because the applicable systems had been previously reviewed under a
different format or were nonsafety related. AEPSC's positions on
these codes are stated in Section 2.0.

NFPA 20 Code Compliance Evaluation for fire pumps was completed in
December of 1980. NFPA 30 code Compliance Evaluation for the storage -

of flammable liquids was completed in June of 1990. The results of
these reviews are contained in their own code compliance evaluation
reports.

During a November 1 and 2, 1989 meeting with the NRC (Messrs. D.
Kubicki and J. Glitter of NRR and J. Ulle, Region III), we discussed
our original NFPA Code Compliance Program. Our original NFPA Code
Compliance Program was restricted to fire detection and suppression
systems in certain safety related areas. The NRC requested that this
review be expanded to cover all safety related areas. These

s

additional fire protection systems (in the expanded areas) are o be "

reviewed against the "significan*' deviations that were found in our
original NFPA Code Compliance P- d, ABB Impell Report 09-0120-0123.
This also limits our review to the NFPA Codes in which we have
performed a past review. This NnL request was further documented in
their SER, dated April 26, 1990, concerning their review of the
Appendix R Safe Shutdown capability Assessment, Proposed Modifications
and Evaluations Report (Revision 1, dated December, 1986).
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ABB Impell also performed our Expanded NFPA Code compliance Report. t

Their review focused on the significant deficiencies previously
identified under the original NFPA Code Compliance Report, No. 09-
0120-0123. The significant deficiencies were defined as those that
would impact system effectiveness (i.e., nozzle spacing, obstructions,
s/ stem materials installed, etc.), supervision (i.e. , method of
connection to plant fire alarm system) and maintenance (i.e.,
surveillance performance and procedures). The results of their review
are contained in Report No. 09-0120-0381 dated January, 1991.

These reports are a " snapshot in time" of the Cook Nuclear Plant
compliance status with the NFPA codes. Future additions, deletions,
and modifications to these systems will occur as the plant
configuration changes. Engineering supplements to the NFPA Code
Compliance Evaluation reports will be prepared to document and justify
any further deviations from compliance with "Sk a codes which occur as
a result of these ccafiguratica changes.

1.3 Seone of work

Each code compliancs evaluation reviews the identified fire protection
systems and determines compliance with or noncompliance with specific
NFPA Code requirements. The code requirements upon which the fire
protection systems were reviewed were based on the edition years which
were in effect at the time the systees were designed and/or installed
or against the most current odition at the time of the evaluation.

.

The systems were evaluated agt. inst the code requirements for each NFPA
code edition to determine compliance, noncompliance and open items.
Deviations (noncompliances; were reevaluated to determine whether each
item could be deemed acceptable "as installed" based upon_ credited
plant per cedures or past practices at the plant.- Deviations and open
items which could not be justified on these bases or on changes to the
specific code requirement in later editions, were then evaluated based
on-engineering judgements, calculations, analysis of plant design
features, field reviews, etc. In instances where the deviation could
not be justified,-modifications are to ba made to the systems.

The previous evaluations have concluded that the fire protection
systems at Donald C. Cook Power Plant are generally in compliance with
the NFPA Ccdes reviewed. These previous evaluations have also
:followed-the above methodology.

The NFPA Codes reviewed in the above evaluation Reports are

10 - Portable Fire Extinguishers
12 - Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing. Systems
12A- Halon 1301 Fire Extinguishing Systems
13 - Installation of Sprinkler Systems
14 - lasta11ation of stanopipe_and Hose Systems
15 - Water Spray Fixed Systems
20 - Installation of Centrifugal Fire Pumps
30 - Flammable and Combustible Liquido code
72D- Installation, Maintensnce and Use of Proprietary Protective

Gignaling, Systems
72E-' Automatic Fire Detectors-

,
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The areas of the plant that have been reviewed includes

o Auxiliary Building (FZs'1, lA-H, 3, 4, 5,-6N, 6M, 6S, 12, 22,
31, 32, 33, 33A-B, 34, 34A-B, 35, 36, 37, 43, 44A-H, 44N, 44S,
48-52, 6*, 62A-C, 63A-C, 64A-B, 65A-B, 69-73, 105-117, 127,
136, 137, 13BA-C, 146)

o Unit 1 Reactor Cable Tunnels Quadrants 1 through 4 (FZs 7-11,
38)

o Unit 2 Reactor Cable Tunnels Quadrants 1 through 4 (FZs 23-27
and 39)

o Unit 1 Power Systems Complex (FZs 13, 14, 15, 16, 40A-B, 41,
42A-D)

o- Unit 2 Power Systems Complex (FZs 18, 19, 20, 21, 45, 46A-D,
d 47A-B)

1

o Units 1 and 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Rooms in tha Turbine
Building (FZe 17A-G)

o Units _1 and 2 Essential Service Water Pump Rooms in the
Screenhouse (FZo 29A-0)

o Units 1 and 2 Diesel Fire Pump Rooms in the Screenhouse (FZs
28, 30) and Turbine Building Pump Ba) (FZ 2),

o Unit 1 Control Room (FZ 53)
o Unit 2 Control Room (FZ 54)

o Unit 1_Cablo Vaults (FZe 55, 56, 57, 144)

o Unit 2 Cable Vaults (FZs 58, 59, 60, 145)

o Unit 1 Containment (FZs 66, 67, 68, 101, 103, 118, 120, 122,
132, 134)

o Unit 2 Containment (FZo 74, 75, 76, 102, 104, 119, 121, 123,
133, 135)

o Unit 1 Turbine Building (FZe 79, 80, 90, 91)

o Unit 2 Turbine Building-(PZs 84, 85, 96, 97)

o Unit 2 Turbine Building Miscellaneous Oil Storage Room (FZ 89).

o Service Building Flammable Liquid Storage Room (FZ 131) .

o Auxiliary Buildian H Tube Racks ,(yard)-
2

o Units 1 and 2 Main Transformers and Turbine Building Wall
-(yard)

1.4 Fire Protection Systems Reviewed

The fire protection systems which have been reviewed are identified in
the various code compliance reports. Further details on the-
individual'cystems are given in the applicable reports. -The reports
include assumptions, access limitations, edition year and code

.

sections that were not applicable and, therefore, were not evaluated.
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1.5 Results of the Reviews

The results of each of these reviews are given in their respective
Code Compliance Evaluation reports. These reports include information
concerning scope, methodology, assumptions, conclusions, deviations,
recommendations, justifications and references. Due to the size of
the original reports, certain backup information has not been included
in this submittal. This backup material includes copies of the NFPA
Codes to which the systems were reviewed, walkdown notes and

.

'

-checklists, miscellaneous correspondence, etc. The information
provided in this submittal contains sufficient de4 mil to demonstrate
Cook Nuclear Plant compliance with the NFPA Codes, justifications for
deviations to specific code sections and recommended corrective
actions for returning to compliance where engineering justifications
were not warranted.

Each of the reports-also includes a Code Compliance Verification
Checklist for rich NFPA Code. This checklist provides a section-by-
section review of the Code. The checklist states the specific code
requirements, identifies the method of verification used (walkdown,
document review or both) and gives a summary of the results. This
checklist is the final compilation of data obtained from the other
walkdown and document review checklists that'were performed during the
review. The summary of results can list any of several possible code
compliance categories; information-only, not applicable, complies,
does nct comply or open item. It also liste ths refer 6nces used to
make this conclusion. A listing of the references is provided prior
to the code section-by-section review.

For the contractor prepared reports 09-0120-0123 and 09-0120-0381, the
"open. items" and "does not comply" categories were then listed in the
' Deviation and Recommendations / Justifications" Tables provided for
each NFPA Code. Each table pulls together all the deviations for.that
particular Code and provides a recommendation for corrective action or
provides a justification for acceptance of the deviation. The
justifications that appear in the tables are sLmple in nature,
straight. forwarded in their reasoning and did not require extensive
analysis or evaluation. However, for each of the NFPA Code Compliance
reports, more detailed or supplemental justifications were also
necessary in order to remove other recommendations given in the
tables. In the case of the NFPA Code compliance Evaluat3cn report 09-
0120-0123, _the supplemental justifications are containe in Section
4. 0.' This section was added by AEPSC in order to keep the entire
report and its final justifications and. recommendations together.
These supplemental justifications were prepared by both the Contractor
and AEPSC. For the Extended Code Compli...:e Evaluation-report 09-
0120-0381, the supplemental justifications are contained in Appendix

,
B1, Deviation Evaluation Calculatica No. 0120-164-007. These
supplemental justifications were performed by the contractor. A new
appendix, Appendix B2, has also been added by AEPSC in order to keep
the entire I Srt and the AEPSC prepared final justifications and
recommendations together.

For the AEPSc prepared NFPA 20 and 30 Code Compliance Evaluations, the
justifications for the "open items" and "does not comply" categories
appear directly in the Code Compliance Verification Checklist._ A
deviations and recommendation / justification table is not used. A
final listing of the conclusions and recommendations appears in
Section 4.0 cf the report.

The following provides a brief status of the various NFTA Code
Compliance reports and the actions being taken to bring the plant into
compliance with the code requirements.

1-4
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1.5.1_ NFPA'Coie_Qomnliance Evaluation PeDort 09-0120-0123

The hFPA Code Compliance Evaluation reviewed only certain firo
detection and suppression syscams located in safety related
areas of Cook Nuclear Plant. .The exact areas of review are
given in the report, but generally included the Auxiliary- !

Building, the Unit 1 and 2 Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Rooms in
the Turbine Buildings, the Unit 1 and 2 Essential Service Water
Pump Rooms in the Screen House and the Unit 1 and.2 Control
Rooms. The NFPA Codes included in this review were NFPA 10,i

12, 12A, 13, 14, 15, 72D and 72E.

This evaluation also includes engineering justifications along
with recommended corrective actions for the noted deficiencies.
The noted deficiencies requiring corrective actions are
described in the " Deviation and Rs?ommendations/
Justifications" Tables for each NFPA Code. The list of 'f

" recommendations was reduced even further by the development of
supplemental justifications. These justifications appear in
- Section 4.0 of the report. The AEPSC prepared justifications
were also independently revi3wed by a consultant (ABB Impell).
The consultant's concerns were addressed and did not result in
additional design or procedural changes or the generation of
new maintenance items.

Plant design changes, maintenance' items and procedural changes
which were necessary for the reviewed systems.to maintain
compliance with the various NFPA Codes are identified below.
Many of the maintenance items were corrected under the plant's
ongoing maintenance and surveillance program. A listing of the
maintenance items is given in Section 4.0 of the report in a
July -la,1988 memo from S.J. Gerwe to P.H. Jacques.-

Supplemental-justifications were alec prepared for some of the
maintenance items.

Notes During the course of implementing the plant design.

changes, additional engineering walkdowns and design reviews
were performed. Some of these design change activities lead to
the' formation of additional pupplemental justifications which
- removed various recommendations. These supplemental
-justifications were then filed with both the design change
package and in-Section 4.0 of the NFPA Code Compliance
Evaluation report.

Schedule for-Comoletion -

- The maintenance items and procedural changes required by this
Report 09-0120-0123 have been completed except as noted below.-

As stated in the November, 1990 NRC Appendix R Inspection
Report 50-315/90018 and 50-316/90018, we committed to complete
the two design change packages resulting from Report 09-0120-
0123 by December 31, 1991. . Work activities associated with
certain-portions of these design change packages are

- continuing. 'these two design change packages were RFC 12-3003
| for. sprinkler system modifications and RFC 12-3004 for
I ii i. detection system mod f cat ons.

.

NFPA 10 -- Portable Fire Extinauishers

L'
Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code-
deviations identified in the report. No design changes were
requ ired.
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Maintenance Items: Remounted four fire extinguishers. Replaced
five fire extinguishers which were no longer properly labeled.

Procedural Changes Revised procedure to reference Fire
Facilities drawings showing fire extinguisher locations.

NFPA 12 - Carbon Dioxide Extinouishina Systeme

Justifications have been provided for closeout of some code
deviations and a maintenance itam identified in the report. No
design changes were required.

Maintenance Items: Provided label for manual pull station.
Removed obstructions to a CO hose reel. Due to safety2
concerns, a justification has been prepared for the maintenance
item which identified the need to reinstall copper tube
pressure vent lines.

Procedural Changes: Revised procedure to annually check liquid
level gauges.

NFPA 12A - Halon 1301 Fire Extincuishina Sverems

Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code
deviations and a maintenance item identified in the report. No
design changes or procedural changes were required.

Maintenance Items: Provided labels for manual pull stations.
Readjusted the cylinder racking for a system to firmly hold the
halon cylinder. System nameplates for the Unit 1 sted ? control
room cable vault systems will be provided by the end of 1991.
A justification has been prepared for not providing system
nameplates for non-Tech. Spec. halon systems.

NFPA 13 - Installation ,,qi,,jprin}dap_Svetoma

Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code
deviations identified in the report.

Design Change RFC 12-3003: Redesigned sprinkler piping to
relocate obstructed sprinklers and avoid interferences in
several locations within the Auxiliary Building and Auxiliary
Feedwater Pump Corridor. Modified existing heat collection
plates for sprinklers in Auxiliary Building to avoid
interfe ence with sidewall sp-inkler discharge patterns.
Inste f.cd two new sprinklers to increase area coverage in the
Cont' setors Access Control Building..

Mainoanance Items: Replaced a broken pressure gauge.
Replacement of a painted sprinkler will be coordinated to be
completed with a similar maintenance item identified under the
extended NFPA Code Compliance Evaluation Report 09-0120-0381.

Procedural Changes Revised procedures to add guidelines on
replacement of sprinklers with painted or ornamental finishes.

NFPA 14 - Installation of Standoine and Mose Systemg

Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code
deviations identified in the report.

Design Change RFC 12-3003: Installed a new sectionalizing valve
in the Auxiliary Building distribution piping to isolate the
east hose stations from the west. Although this was not a

1-6
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specific code compliance deviation identified in the report,-
the valve has been provided to strengthen the ability to |

isolate the east hose stations from the west in order to ensure I

backup fire protection is available. j
i

No maintenance items were required. |<

i

No procedural changes were required. |

EFPA 15 - Water Soray Fixed.pystems

Justifications have been provided for closeout of some code
deviations identified in the report. No design changen or
maintenance items were required.

,

Procedural Changes: Procedures need to be revised to verify >

operability of a charenal filter unit. The applicable
* procedures will be revised by the end of 1992.

NFPA 72D - Installation, Maintenance and Use of Procrietarv
Protective Sicnalino Systems

Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code
deviations identified in the report. No design changes were
required.

Maintenance Items: Remounted three manual pull stations.
Repaired or replaced improperly mounted valve tamper switch.
Actions needed to prevent damage to circuit 'anductors were
completed.

Procedural Changes: Revised procedures to confirm
operability of sprinkler system water flow and low air-
supervisory alarm initiating devices and circuits.
Revised precedures to verify reset of these signals
received in control room.

Procedures need to be revised to confirm operability of a) hose
station manual actuation station devices and circuits and high
demand fire pump supervisory devices and circuits, b) to verify
reset of these signals received in the control room, c) air
flow testing of CFT containment charcoal filter piping and d)

',

loop resistance testing of the RCP line type detectors. The
applicable procedures will be revised by the end of 1992.

NFPA 72E - Automatic Fire Detectors

Justifications have been provided for closecut of some code
deviations identified in the report.

Design Change RFC 12-3004: Added new ionization smoke detectors
to supplement existing area coverage in several locations
within the Auxiliary Building. Redesigned the ionization smoke
detection systems in the switchgear cable spreading rooms of
each unit. Installed a new smoka detection system in the
Service Building laydown area and chemical storage room.

Maintenance Iterc Cleaning of several detectors were required.
Several detectors were missing their locking shells.

Procedural Changes: Procedure 9 need to be revised to verify
operability of RCP thermistors by a loop resistance tast. The
applicable procedurea will be revised by the end of 1992,

1-7
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1.5.2 Extended NFPA Code Comollance Evaluation _
Repo rt 09-0120-0381

The Extended NFPA Code Compliance Evaluation reviewed the
remaining safety related areas of the Cook Nuclear Plant that
were not previously reviewed under Report 09-0120-0123. The
exact areas of review are given in the report, but generally
included the eastern portions of the Unit 1 and 2 Turbine
Buildings, Unit 1 and 2 containments, Unit 1 and 2 Transformer
and Turbine Wall Water Spray Systems and the Unit 1 and 2
Diesel Fire Pump Rooms. The NFPA Codes included in this review
were NFPA 10, 13, 14, 15, 72D and 72E. Note: NFPA 12 and 12A
were not included in the extended evaluation because there were
no CO2 or halon systems included within the scopo of the
review.

This evaluation also includes engineering justifications along
with recommended corrective actions for the noted deficiencies.-

These justifications appear in Appendix B1, Deviation
Evaluation Calculation No. 0120-164-007, of the report. The
noted deficiencies requiring corrective actions are described
in the " Deviation and Recommendations / Justifications" Tables
for each NFPA Code.

Plant design changes, maintenance items and procedural changes
which are necessary for the reviewed systems to maintain
compliance with the various NFPA Codes are identified below.
Some of the maintenance items were corrected under the plant's
ongoing maintenance and surveillance program.

Notes During the enurse of implementing the plant design
changes, additional engineerir.g walkdowns and design reviews
will be performed. Some of these design change activities may
lead to the formation of additional supplemental justifications
which may remove a recommendation. These suppleaental
justifications will then be filed with both the design change
package and Appendix B2 of the Extended NFPA Code Compliance
Evaluation report.

Schedule for Completion
-

The design changes noted below are scheduled for completion by
the end of 1994. Maintenance items and procedural changes are
scheduled for completion by the end of 1992 unless otherwise
noted below.

NFPA 10 - Portable Fire 2xtineulshere

Design Changes: Provide additional new fire extinguishers to
meet recommended travel distances. Revise Fire Facility
drawings accordingly to show these changes. Note: This design
change is much simpler than the other design changes noted
below and will be completed earlier than the end of 1994 date
given above.

Maintenance Items: Corrective actions have been taken for
extinguishers that were obstructed, reqvired 491ocation to
their designated location and required proper markings to
indicatc fire extinguisher placement. This item is considered
closed.

1-8
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Procedural Changess Revised the surveillance procedures to
-include additional surveillance criteria to ensure
extinguishers are unobstructed. Procedures need to be revised
to include the remaining surveillance criteria identified by
the report.

NFPA 13 - Installation of Serinkler Svetems

Design Changes Install additional hangers. Install missing i

sprinklers-and new sprinklers under obstructions. Relocate
existing sprinklers to within proper distance from ceiling.

Maintenance Items: Provide a valve operator to a sectionalizing
valve. Rerlign sprinkler noazles'. Replace several improperly
installed sprinklers.

Maintenance Item Replace painted sprinklers and remove any-
covers (plastic bags) which were not removed after painting.
Work is to be completed by the end of 1993. Although
sprinklers sill be replaced, a review of the issue is provided
in the report that indicates that this is not a significant
problem.

No procedural changes are required.

NFPA 14 - Installation of Standoine and Hose Svetems

No-design changes, maintenance items or procedural-changes are
-required.

Calculations: Provide hydraulic calculations for the standpipe
and hose systems to demonstrate compliance with the code design

. requirements when supplied from the new water supply and fire
' pump system being installed under RFC 12-3065' and from the

existing diesel fire pumps only. Work is to be completed by
the end of 1992.

NFPA'15 - Water Sorav vixed Systems -

No design changes, maintenance items or procedural changes are
required.

Calculations: Provide hydraulic calculations for the water
spray suppression systems to demonstrate compliance with the

Ecode-design requirements when supplied from the new-fire pumps
and-existing diesel-fire pumps and accounting for system

,

modifications being performed under RFC 12-3065. Work is to be

.

completed by the end of 1992.

NFPA 72D - Installation, Maintenance and Use of Proortetary-
Protective Sionalino Svetems

No design. change or maintenance items are required.

Procedure Changes Revise _the containment charcoal filter (CFT)
unit surveillance procedure to verify piping. integrity.
Procedure change to be completed by the end of 1992.

Procedure-Change Revise the reactor coolant pump thermistor
detection system surveillance procedure to perform loop
resistance testing. Procedurs change to be completed-by the
end of 1992.

1-9
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NFPA 72E - Automatic Fire Detectors

No design change or maintenance items are required.

Procedure Change Revise the reactor coolant pump thermistor
detection system surveillance proceuure to perform loop
resistance testing. (Note Same recommendation as the second
Procedure Change under NFPA 72D.) Procedure change to be
completed by the end of 1992.

1.5.3 NFPA 20 Code Compliance Evaluation

The NFPA 20 Code Compliance Evaluation reviewed the
installation of the plant fire pumps. The fire pumps includod
in this study were the two high demand diesel fire pumps (2000
gpm rating), the two high demand elbetric fire pumps (2000 gpm
rating) and the one low demand electric fire pump (500 gpm
rating). This evaluation also includes the engineering
justifications for the noted deficiencies. These
justifications appeat in the section-by-section review of the
NFPA 20 code. As described in Section 4.0 of the Code
compliance Evaluation, plant design change (RFC 12-3094) was
required to upgrade the battery capacity of each diesel driven
fire pump. This design change in scheduled to be completed by
the end of 1994.

The correspondence section of the report (Attachment 6.1)
provides a chronology of the actions taken to resolve the noted
deficiency identified in Section 4.0 and any other related fire
pump issues.

AEPSC's NFPA code Compliance Evaluation report was also
independently reviewed by a consultant (ABB Impell). The
consultant's concerns ware addressed and did not result in
additional design or procedural changes or the generation of
new maintenance items.

Under a plant design change (RFC 12-3065) a new fire protection
water supply (two aboveground storage tanks) and three new fire
pumps (2500 gpm rating each) are being designed and ic stalled.
The new fire pumps are designed to provide adegrate fire
fighting capability even with one pump inoperable. However, in
order to maintain operational flexibility, the existing diesel
fire pumps (2000 gpm rating each) will be maintained in the
normally isolated position. The water supply for the existing
2000 gpm fire pumps is Lake Michigan. The existing electric
driven fire pumps will be removed from service upon completion
of the design change. The NFPA 20 Code Compliance evaluation
will be revised once the new Tire protection water supply
system becomas operational to reflect the design change. This
design change is scheduled to be operational by April of 1993.

1.5.4 NFPA 30 Code Compliance Evaluation

The NFPA 30 Code Compliance Evaluation reviewed the storage of
flammable liquids within the plant. This review included rooms
specifically designed for the storage of these liquida, the
flammable liquid storage room in the service building and
miscellaneous oil storage room in the turbine building plus the
use of flammable liquid storage cabinets located throughout the
plant. Tne requirementa of Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1,
Section D.2(d) are specific only to the storage of flammable
liquida. These requirements provided the guidance in
determining the direction the code review would follow.
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This evaluation also includes engineering justifications along
with recommended corrective actions for the noted deficiencies. .

These justifications appear in the section-by-section review of
the NFPA 30 code.- The note s deficiencies requiring corrective
actions are describod in Section 4.0 of the Code Compliance
Evaluation. The correspondence section of the report
(Attachment 6.1) provides a chronology of the actions taken to
resolve the noted deficiencies identified in Section 4.0.
Sopplemental justifications which have resulted from the
corrective actions are also contained in Attachment 6.1. '

Plant design changes, maintenance items and procedural changes
are required as identified below.

Design Change: . Provide a second exit-in the Miscellaneous oil
Storage Room, Fire Zone 89 (02-PM-836). This design change is
scheduled for completion by the end of 1993.

Design Changes Provide a drainage system for the Miscellaneous
011 Storage Room and the Flammable Liquid Storage Room, Fire
Zone 131, meeting both NFPA 30 and-environmental requirements
(12-PM-819). This change is scheduled for completion by the

- end of 1993. ,

Design Change: Modify existing HVAC system ductwork in the '

- Flammable Liquid Storage Room (12-PM-819). This change is
scheduled for completion by the end of 1993.

Maintenance Item Repaired or replaced 3 flammable liquid
storage cabinets. This maintenance item has been completed.

Maint'enance Item: Removal of excess flammable liquid storage
cabinets from Fire Zones 51 and 43. A justification has been
prepared for this item and the issue is considered closed.

Procedure Changes Prepare a fire pre-plan for the Flammable
Liquid Storage Room. This fire pre-plan will be completed by
the end of 1991.

.
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' 2. 0 FIRE PROTECTION ON NFPA CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

The following documents AEPSC Fire Protection's positioc on the need not to
perform NFPA Code Compliance Reviews on NFPA 17, 80, 90A and 232.

2.1 NFPA 17 - Dry Chemical Extincuishina Systems

Position: A code comp *.iance review is not required.

commitment Issues The applicable fire suppression systems have been
designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 17. (This commitment
was made in AEPSC's Response to Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5-1, Section
II.A.5, dated January 31, 1977.)

Reasons: The fire suppression systems referred to in this commitment
are the dry chemical extinguishing systems for the turbine bearings of
the Units 1 and 2 turbine generators. These systems are located in
the Turbine Building at elevation 633'. They are not technical'

specification systems, and the equipment they protect is not safety
related. There are no other dry chemical extinguishing systems
installed at the plant. For these reasons, a review of these systems
against the requirements of NFPA 17 is not considered necessary.

2.2 NFPA 80 - Fire Doore and Windows

Positions. A code compliance review is not required.

Commitment Issues NRC inspection (50-315 & 50-316/82-08-15)
identified that fire door assemblies for the Units 1 and 2 West Motor
Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Rooms were not rated fire door
assemolles and had not been fire tested.to demonstrate their fire
resistance capabilities. In addition, the doors were not designed and
installed in accordance with NFPA 80.

Reasons: The unrated doors referred to in the commitment were
provided for missile and jet impingement protection from the Turbine
Building. Since the time of the commitment, manual rolling fire doors
having a three-hour rating have also been installed in order to
achieve the required three-hour rating for the enclosures.

Engineering evaluations for other non-rated fire door assemblies in
fire area boundaries have been prepared and have found them to be
acceptable. They are presently contained in Chapters 7 and 9 of the
Safe Shutdown Capability Assessment (SSCA) report which demonstrates
our Appendix R compliance. -These fire doors are also identified in
the Fire Hazards Analysis (FHA).

The NRC reviewed the fire door placements and ratings during their
rsview'for compliance with Appendix A to BTP 9.5-1. In addition to
field reviews by the NRC, AEPSC responded to questions concerning the
fire door installations and ratings (refer to the NRC Appendix A 53
Questions / Positions, Question No. 9). The NRC concluded in their
July, 1979 SER that with the installation and upgrade of certain fire
doors, the fire doors are provided or committed, where necessary, in
accordance with the provisions of Appendix A and, therefore,
acceptable.

Commitment Issue NRC inspection (50-315 & 50-316/82-08-17)
identified two concerns over the qualification of safety related fire
door assemblies. First is the use of non-listed fire door frames.
Second is the degrading of the door's fire resistance rating due to
modifications made to the door.
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Reasons:- While this commitment does not specifically ider.tify NFPA
80, it-does reference basic requirements of a fire door. This issue
has already been addressed through plant-wide reviews performed by UL
and NUTECH engineers. These reviews centered around Tech Spec
required fire doors and frames and their compliance with NFPA 80. The
noted deficiencies were corrected or appropriate justifications have
been prepared. AEPSC's response to these inspection items and the UL
and NUTECH reports provides complete documentation of the issue and
closeouts. -This documentation is maintained by Architectural Design.

The above reacons show that the Tech Spec related fire doors bsve
already been reviewed: 1) by the NRC for placement and rating, 2) by
two consultants for compliance with NFPA 80, and 3) for evaluating the
impact that non-rated fire doors have on safe shutdown when installed
in fire area boundaries. Therefore, another review of NFPA 80 does

'

not appear to be justified in providing any beneficial gain above the
previous reviews or code related items which may not have been
specifical* y addressed.

2.3 NFPA 90A - Installation of Air Conditionino and Vent (latino Systems

Position: A code compliance review La ot required.

Commitment Issues Several fire dampers were found without their
required fire rating label even though they were purchased as Class
"A" fire rated dcapers and that the frames were designed to NFPA 90A.
(This commitment was made in a letter from W.G. Smith (IMPC) to
Kappler (NRC) dated September 1, 1982.)

Reasons: Engineering evaluations for non-rated fire dampers in the
fire area loundaries have been prepared and have found them to be
acceptable. They are presently contained in Chapters 7 and 9 of the
SSCA.- These fire dampers are also identified in the FRA. The NRC's
acceptance of our deviation request for deviations to providing fire
dampers is given in their letter of August 17, 1985, from S.A. Varga
(NRC) to J.E. Dolan (AEPSC).

During review of NFPA 72E under Report No. 09-0120-0123, the code
requirements for the installation of smoke detectors in the Auxiliary
Building HVAC units have been addressed..

Additionally, the NRC reviewed the HVAC system design and fire damper
installations during their review for compliance with Appendix A to
BTP 9.5-1. In addition to field reviews by the NRC, AEPSC responced
to several questions concerning the HVAC system (refer to the NRC
Appendix A 53 Questions / Positions, Question Nos. 2, 14 and 27). The
NRC concluded in their July, 1979 SER that with the addition and
upgrade of cartain- fire dampers, the dampers- are provided or
committed, where necessary, in accordance with the provisions of
Appendix A and, therefore, acceptable.

AEPSC's review of NRC I.E. Information Notice 83-69 concludse that all
of the fira dampers have a fire rating equal to or better than
specified. Additionally, the dampers were inspected for installation
and found to be acceptable following the completion of ongoing RFCs.

Based on the above. it is shown that technical specification related
fire dampers and EVAC system design have already been reviewed by the
NRC for damper placements, ratingE and system design; reviewed by
AEPSC for rating and installation; reviewed by a consultant for fire
detectors in the Auxiliary Building HVAC systecs; and evaluated to
determine the impact of non-rated fire dampers in fire area
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boundaries. .Therefore, a review of NFPA'90A does not appear to be
justified in providing any beneficial gain above the previous reviews
or for code related items which may not have been specifically
addressed.

2.4 NFPA 232 - Protection of Reggggg

Position A code compliance revied is not required.

Commitment Issues Th-> fire resistanco rating of the Master Plant File
,

Vault could not be determined to be in accordance with the
requirements of NFPA 232. (NRC inspection report 50-315 and 50-
316/83-07, 08)

Reasons: The Master 71 ant s'ile Vault, as well as other plant record
storage vaults, are considered nonsafety related. These storage
vaults are also F.cated in nonsafety related areas of the plant. For

h these reasons, a review of these systems against the rsguirements of
NFPA 232 is not considered necessary.
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ATTACHMENT 2 TO

AEP:NRC:06923Y

NFPA . CODE COMPLIANCE REVIEW

(IN BINDERS)

ABBIImpell Report 09-0120-0123, "NFPA Code Compliance Evaluation,"-
'

Revision 0, dated May, 1988, Volumes Nos. I,'IV and V. ' '

;ABB Impell Report 09-0120 0381, " Extended NFPA Code, ,

Compliance Evaluation," Rovision 1, dated January,1991.
.

AEPSC, "NFPA 20. Code Compliance Evaluation", Revision 0,
dated December, 1988.

AEPSC, "NFPA 30 Code Compliance Evaluation", Revision 0,
dated June , 1990.
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ATTACHMENT 3 TO

AEP:NRC:06928Y

JUSTIFICATION FOR PRESENT ALARM

CIRCUIT DESIGN WITHOUT ELECTRICAL SUPERVISION
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ATTACID(ENT TO A!P:NRC:0692BY Page 1

The portions of the system outside the control rooms that are not
supervised in accordance with NFPA 72D include water flow and
sprinkler supervisory alarm initiating circuits and alarm signals
between the local control panels and the control room. As
documented in the NFPA 72D Code Compliance Report, the following<

alarm signals are not supervised to the requirements of NFPA 72D:

* CO system Cardox and Alison control panel alarm and
trouble signals,

Reactor coolant pump (RCP) panel alarm and troubloe

signals,

Containment cable tray detection panel alsrm and.-

trouble aignals,

Halon system Alison and Pyrotronics control panel alarme

and trouble signals

. - alarm initiating circuits for water flow,

sprinkler supervisory (valve camper and low aire

pressure switches) signals, and

fire pump signals=

The detection system alarm and trouble signals of the CO:, RCP and
containment cable tray systems interface with the control room via
Alison control panels. The suppression system alarm and trouble
signals of the CO2 systems interface with the control rooms via
Cardox control panels. The control room cable vault halon systems
signals interface with the control rooms via Alison control panels.
The plant computer room halon system signals interface with the
control rooms via Pyrotronics low voltage System'3 control panels.-

- The NFPA Code Compliance Report also documents that the fire
detection system alarm initiating circuits and the CO2 and halon
suppression system actuation (i.e., solenoids) circuits are
properly supervised _ as required by their respective local control
panel.

. - . ~ . _ . .
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ATTACIDiENT TO AEP:NRC:0692BY Page 2

A properly supervised circuit as defined by NFPA 72D, Sections 3 9
and 3-10, is a circuit that verifios operability of the circuit by
indicating a trouble condition at the associated control panel for
both open circuit and ground fault conditions. The NFPA Code

_
Compliance review idectified that the annunciator circuits
associated with the EF panels are not electrically supervised to
detect open circuits or wire breaks. These annunciator circuits
are properly supervised for detecting ground fault conditions. A

raview of our licensing documents indicates that we have committed
to comply with the requirement to supervise for open circuits for
only the fire detection systems. The NRC ac epted this position in
their SER for Appendix A to BTP APCSB 9.5 ' , dated July 31, 1979.

Two of the 53 Appendix A follow up questions posed by the NRC
addressed circuit supervision. These questions were Numbers 16 and
53. Information was presented that identified those portions of
the overall fire alarm system that were supervised. The Appendix A
requirement for circuit supervision is limited to fire detection
systems only. This was the commitment position taken by AETSC as
given in the response to Question 16b. The Appendix A SER also
refers to only circuit supervision in the context of fire detection
systems. The Appendix A SER states that the NRC " reviewed the fire
detection system's design criteria and tuo basis to ensure that it
conforms to the applicable sections of NFPA 72D, for Class B
supervised circuits". Therefore, it is interpreted that the only
NFPA 72D requirements for circuit supervision to which Cook Nuclear
Plant is committed are for fire detection systems.

The Alison local-detection control panels transmit signals to
annunciator logic cabinets located behind the main control board
containing the EF panel, The Cardox suppression system control
panels and the Pyrotronics System 3 control panels for the computer
rooms also transmit signals to the annunciator logic cabinets
located behind the main control board. These annunciator logic
cabinets transmit unsupervised alarm signals to the front of the EF
panels. Since the signals between the logic cabinets and the EF
panels run through the common enclosure of the control room
horseshoe panel, they are not required to be supervised per Section
2 7.1.
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ATTACHMENT TO AEP:NRC:0692BY Page 3

The routine surveillance testing perforaed for the detection and
suppression actuation and initiating circuits described above also
comply with the requirements of NFPA 72D Section 2-4.3.d with the
exception of the RCP systems. Section 2-4.3.d requires testing to
be performed every six months. Alarms sent to the control rooms
which are not electrically supervised are checked every six months.
The RCP systems are functionally tested every 18 months due to the
fact that the detection and suppression actuation devices are
located within containment and are normally not accessible during
plant operation. The function tests include checking for alarms at
the local control panels and those sent to the control rooms.
Operations also performs a once-per-shift vis 21 examination of all
fire panels. This examination includes checking for alarms and
actuations which may have occurred. During a meeting held on
November 1 and 2, 1989, at the Cook Nuclear Plant, Messrs. D.
Kubicki of the NRC and B. J. Cerve of AEPSC discussed the
surveillance testing program.

Mr. Kubicki indicated that the current st rveillance practices being
implemented for the fire detection and rappression systems met the
intent of the code and were considered acceptable.

Although the fire detection and suppression systems arn being
preperly ur: illed, all veter flev nd :prinkler supe'visory
devices (valve tamper and low air pressure switches) are not being
verified as required by NFPA 72D. Justification for acceptance of
these conditions is discussed below.

1) All of the water flow alarm devices and circuits, with
the exception of the training buildings and technical
support center (TSC), are verified for operability by
simulated or actual flow test methods in accordance
with plant procedures. The training buildings and TSC
are non-safety related areas of the plant and have no
impact on the operation of the plant.

2) The valve tamper alarm signals are not verified for
receipt of a trouble signal in the control room during
the performance of the valve cycling testing. However,

the valves are inspected for correct position monthly
by procedure. This inspection fulfills the intent of
the valv- r;mper switch trouble signal.
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ATTAC1DiENT TO AEP:NRC:0692BY Page 4

3) The low air pressure supervisory alarm devices and
their circuits are not verified for operability with
the exception of the RCP low air alarm devices.
Howiver, this is not viewed as a negative factor based
on the reliability of the plant air supply system and
the inspection of dry pilot reaction sprinkler system
piping by plant procedure. In addition, the plant
procedures prohibit the indiscriminate changing of
valve positions. Valve positions may only be changed
under the umbrella of a plant procedu:+ or jo'o order.
The plant air supply is considered reliable due to chs
redundant plant air compressors which serve both units.
Should a low air preasure condition occur within one of
the dry pilot piping systems located in the auxiliary
building, the reaction valve would operate resulting in
a water flow alarm signal being sent to the control
room. Since the dry pipe systems use closed head
sprinklers, no water would be discharged. The ensuing
investigation of the spurious water flow alarm would
point to the loss of pilot air pressure condition.

4) The fire pump supervisory devices are connected to the
EF panels and are verified for operability under plant
procedures.

Section 2.3.2 of the SER also states that there tre only two
unsupervised circuits within the control room to th( annunciator

panels on the main control board. This is not correctly stated.
The statement should have been that there are two cases of
unsupervised circuits within the control room. Again, the
initiating device circuits on the high and los voltage Pyrotronics

(amoke and flame detection) and Alison (thermistor heat detection)
local control panels are class B supervised circuits. The high
voltage Pyrotronics panels, referred to as the emergency fire rear
(EFR) panels, are located in each control room behind the main
control board containing the EF panel. The high voltage panel
monitors detection circuits as well as input signals from some of
the other Pyrotronics low voltage panels. The Technical
Specifications required low voltage Pyrotronics detection panels
tiousmit alarms back to the control roor on supervised high voltage

Pyrotronics initiating device circuits. These EFR panels transmit
duplicate alarm signals to the front of the EF panels. These alarm

, signals are unsupervised. However, they are considered to be in
l accordance with Section 2-7.1 of NFPA 72D since these circuits are
t
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ATTACIDfENT TO AEP:NRC:0692BY Page 5

contained within che enclosure of the control room horseshoe
control panel. Section 2-7.1 does not require supervision of
wiring within a comon enclosure. Since the control room horseshoe
panel ls considered to be a comon enclosure,- this wiring need not
be supervised.
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